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Abstract: Biotechnological products such as biopharmaceuticals among others are products 

which production technologies are in constant development. In addition, their production 

scales are small making batch plants the most suitable type for their production. 

In particular, multi-product batch plants allows the production of a variety of biotechnological 

products with many common steps.  

One way to model the design of such plants is the optimization based approach that was first 

studied in 1972 by Robinson and Lonkar who addressed the equipment sizing of a multi-

product batch plant.  

Despite of the advances in the area, including decisions as duplication of units, allocation of 

intermediate storage vessels, scheduling and environmental considerations, among other 

improvements, there is a lack of reported work where this type of approach is applied to real 

plants.  

In this work a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) reformulation of the resulted Mixed-

Integer Non-Linear problem (MINLP) for the design of a biotechnological multi-product batch 

plant is studied. 

In a first step a MILP reformulation that addresses the desing of a plant using continuous 

equipment sizes and discrete host selection is studied. This reformulation made use of 

advanced reformulation techniques and proved to be scalable and reliable for its application in 

real cases. 

In a second step the former MILP reformulation was modified for the inclusion of the selection 

of equipment sizes in both, continuous and discrete sizes giving a more realistic approach to 

model a real biotechnological multi-product batch plant.  Items such as reactors may be build 

according to customer needs, but units such as chromatographic columns are only available in 

discrete sets of sizes given by manufacturers. 

Information from real processes that where part of an actual multi-product batch plant 

allowed the computation of the model parameters; and a comparison of the optimized 

facilities versus the actual plant showed that this type of models may achieve great savings in 

the cost of the main equipment of the plant. 

As the studied approach relies on ``off the shelve'' optimization and modelling software the 

model is more amiable to practioners. Nevertheless lower implementation levels could 

improve resolution times allowing for the inclusion of more complex formulations such as the 

inclusion of variable costs and production target parameters, among others. 


